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ABSTRACT
This study explored the effects of eThis study explored the effects of e--mailed journal writing mailed journal writing 
as an alternative form of communication.  It was predicted as an alternative form of communication.  It was predicted 
that an electronic journal would ease the communication that an electronic journal would ease the communication 
barrier for people living with brain injury.  Subjects in this barrier for people living with brain injury.  Subjects in this 
investigation were tested before and after the ten week investigation were tested before and after the ten week 
study.  Prestudy.  Pre-- and post measurements evaluated depression and post measurements evaluated depression 
((BDIBDI--IIII), community involvement (), community involvement (Community Integration Community Integration 
QuestionnaireQuestionnaire), anxiety (), anxiety (Beck Anxiety InventoryBeck Anxiety Inventory), self), self--
esteem (esteem (The The HarrillHarrill SelfSelf--Esteem InventoryEsteem Inventory) and cognitive ) and cognitive 
abilities (abilities (BTHIBTHI).).

Background
According to Barry LaneAccording to Barry Lane’’s s WritingWriting as a Road to Selfas a Road to Self--
Discovery,Discovery,¹¹ work done with inmates revealed that writing work done with inmates revealed that writing 
could offer an effective means to express personal emotions could offer an effective means to express personal emotions 
that would otherwise be concealed. People living with brain that would otherwise be concealed. People living with brain 
injury are like prisoners in their own bodies.  This study injury are like prisoners in their own bodies.  This study 
created a writing program to relieve feelings of isolation created a writing program to relieve feelings of isolation 
among the brain injured population. among the brain injured population. 

Subjects
The six participants in this study were ages: 41The six participants in this study were ages: 41-- 61 (mean = 61 (mean = 
51).  None of the subjects showed signs of aphasia.  They 51).  None of the subjects showed signs of aphasia.  They 
joined the writing group on a voluntary basis to use writing joined the writing group on a voluntary basis to use writing 
as a new form of communication.  All subjects were as a new form of communication.  All subjects were 
members of SteppingStones, a nonmembers of SteppingStones, a non--profit organization in profit organization in 
Portsmouth, NH.  SteppingStones provides Portsmouth, NH.  SteppingStones provides 
multidisciplinary rehabilitation for people living with brain multidisciplinary rehabilitation for people living with brain 
injury in the seacoast area. injury in the seacoast area. 

PROTOCOLPROTOCOL

The writing group met weekly.  After each writing piece, The writing group met weekly.  After each writing piece, 
members received a positive emembers received a positive e--mail response to their mail response to their 
previously epreviously e--mailed entry.  Next, members were presented mailed entry.  Next, members were presented 
with a new writing topic.  Members wrote in diverse with a new writing topic.  Members wrote in diverse 
formats, including poetry and descriptive sensory writing.  formats, including poetry and descriptive sensory writing.  
Members were encouraged to share their ideas with one Members were encouraged to share their ideas with one 
another before they began to type their new responses.another before they began to type their new responses.

At the end of each session, members would eAt the end of each session, members would e--mail their mail their 
work to the researcher.work to the researcher.

Communicative Freedom for Adults with Brain Injury
Electronic Journal Writing:

Sample of a Participant’s Writing

here is a lone red rose bud in the field 
against the backdrop of a misty green forest. 
The bud is closed like the hand of a stroke 
survivor that can’t yet open their affected 
hand – waiting patiently for the day it will 
be able to open itself up and grasp onto the 
beauty it will emulate. 

After many days in this dormant state, the 
bud opens up and becomes the epitome of the 
onlooker’s mind: a lovely circling of leaves 
giving way to a mysterious surprise deep in 
the center of the flower. 

The aroma is so powerful , 
making the onlooker feel 
as though she was a 
beautiful princess on display for the whole 
kingdom,  trying to lure a would-be admirer. 
The rose’s color is bright red  diamond against 
the misty green of the background. Red roses 
are my favorite flower in the world and they 
always make me feel special and grateful to 
be alive.
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analysis was completed to see if there was a significant decrease in the 
participants’ feelings of isolation based on diagnosis of brain injury.  Neither of 
these tests provided significant results.  

Subjective Testing

Results

Standardized Testing

“It [journal writing] helped me explore my thoughts.”

“It [journal writing] made me realize I can do writing I would never do 
before… It made me feel comfortable about expressing my feelings …I am 
not afraid to express myself.”

Survey Questions and Responses:

Would you join an online writing group again?
5/6 participants responded : Yes

Do you believe this online writing group offered a new method of
communication?

One participant responded: No change
Two participants responded: Yes, it did. 
Three participants responded: Yes, it definitely offered

more communication opportunities.

Two participants expressed that therapy writing inspired them to begin 
plans for their own books.

One participant plans to find a part-time job using creative writing.

Further Research

Different pre- and post standardized testing should be used to more accurately
evaluate the participants’ ability to communicate through writing.  A sample 
writing piece, for instance, could be evaluated with a writing rubric to compare 
communication progress before and after therapy.

Therapy writing groups should also be conducted over a longer period of time. 
This may lead to significant positive results on standardized testing.  

Regardless of standardized statistical analysis, participants enjoyed therapeutic 
journal writing.  However, due to the nature of writing, it is difficult to evaluate 
progress with numerical values.
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Positive Influence

Participants’ Quotes:


